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Hurricane veterans were stunned 
by Ida : ‘It’s never been as bad’

New Delhi, Agency.  

Across the path of Ida’s destruction, the 
weathered and storm-weary people 
of the northern Gulf Coast waded out 
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surveyed the damage left by one of the 
most fearsome hurricanes to strike 
the region since Katrina 16 years ago. 
Jordan Roque pulled his Chevy pickup 
truck onto the last stretch of highway 
outside town that was not inundated by 
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Hurricane Ida had turned the road into 
a makeshift boat launch, and Roque was 
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aunt and uncle, Diane and Buddy Nolan, 
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from the Nolans since Sunday morning, 
and now the village, along with much 
of the southeastern Louisiana bayou 
area, was underwater. The authorities 
had rescued more than 70 people 
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communities, said Cynthia Lee Sheng, 
the Jefferson Parish president, after 
8 feet of water overtopped levees, 
sending several hundred people into 
attics and onto roofs. At least one 
person, an older woman, died in her 
home, Lee Sheng said. The parish had 
received more than 200 calls for rescue 
since Sunday. Across the path of Ida’s 
destruction, the weathered and storm-
weary people of the northern Gulf Coast 
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left by one of the most fearsome 
hurricanes to strike the region since 
Katrina 16 years ago. New Orleans 
and its hardened storm infrastructure 
appeared to have held up, though the 
city had no electricity. But with parts 
of Louisiana still unreachable, the 
full extent of the wreckage remained 
unclear. “It’s never been as bad as it is 
this time,” said Jesse Touro, 62, who 
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riding out storms in town for the past 
12 years. He sounded exhausted as he 
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shelter. “None of them like this one,” 
he repeated. Several small towns in 
the southern half of the parish, outside 

to Uptown. In the French Quarter, the 
streets seemed to have been washed 
almost clean. A few New Orleanians 
had begun venturing out to walk their 
dogs, ride bikes and assess the state of 
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looked sturdy and dry on the outside, 
many of the problems were unfolding 
indoors, where the lights could be out 
for days. In Houma, a small city about 
60 miles southwest of New Orleans, 
Craig Adams, 53, had planned to spend 
Saturday night in his beige trailer, but 
his daughter begged him at 9 p.m., as 
the storm’s arrival was imminent, to 
seek shelter somewhere sturdier. On 
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two-bedroom trailer was wrecked, with 
only the air-conditioner intact among 
piles of mangled furniture, kitchen 
supplies and personal belongings. 
“Every little thing that I owned and had, 
it’s gone,” Adams said. “I’m going to 
have to start all over again. You always 
see other people going through this on 
the news. You never think it’s going to 
be you until it is.” Grand Isle, a narrow 
beachy islet of stilt-raised homes 
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Ida came ashore, could not be reached 
by road, which was underwater, or by 
air, because there was nowhere for a 
helicopter to land, said Sheriff Joseph P. 
Lopinto III of Jefferson Parish. He sent 
the chopper anyway to see if it could 
spot his 10 deputies who remained in 
a bunker on the isle during the storm. 
There were reports that its roof had 
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mandatory evacuation order, according 
to the sheriff. But he expected fewer 
actually stayed once they saw Ida’s 
strength. “We did rescue missions all 
today,” Lopinto said. “But the water has 
stabilized. It’s not coming anymore. 
In fact, it’s receding.” Some of those 
who stayed behind still had no plans 
to leave. Cody Lauricella, a 30-year-old 
native of bayou country, sailed the 19-
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help people get out. He went all the way 
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takers for a boat ride. “There are a lot of 
people that are still there and OK, sitting 
on the porch, waving at us,” Lopinto said. 
“It’s part of living in this community. 
They understand that.” Roque felt 
certain his aunt and uncle, whom he 
lovingly described as “hippies,” would 
be all right. “They have good knowledge 
of what they’re doing,” he said. Their 
house, like others in the village, was 
elevated, and their neighbor had a boat. 
But he worried anyway. “They were 
being stubborn everyone told them 
to leave, but they were like, ‘Oh, we’re 
staying,’” Roque, 23, said. “We just want 
to make sure.” LaPlace, a town of quiet 
subdivisions on the eastern bank of the 
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from New Orleans settled after Katrina, 
saw many of those homes mangled 
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Court, a strip of mobile homes, every 

New York, Agency.  

For more than two weeks after the twin towers collapsed on 
9/11, hundreds of search and rescue dogs hunted for signs of 
life in the smouldering ruins. Ricky, a 17-inch-tall rat terrier, 
was able to squeeze into tight spaces. Trakr, a German shepherd 
from Canada, combed the wreckage for two days then collapsed 
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the dogs to their work became an inspiring sight to emergency 
medical workers and to others who witnessed the urgent rescue 
effort. Now, as the 20th anniversary of the attacks approaches, 
those efforts are being memorialized in an exhibition opening 

Wednesday at the American Kennel 
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Remembered: Search & Rescue Dogs,” 
the exhibition also looks beyond the 
parameters of 9/11 to recognize dogs 
who worked at other disasters as well, 

not just in the United States, but around the world. The show 
will also include several pieces from the DOGNY project, an art 
initiative that features life-size sculptures of German shepherds. 
Roughly 100 of them were placed around New York after the 
attacks. “I hope this can be a little more uplifting,” Alan Fausel, 
the museum’s executive director, said. “We also showcase some 
of the brighter sides and positive outcomes: Rex of White Way 
rescued a whole train of people stuck in the Sierra Nevadas in 
the ’50s, and we’ll talk about St. Bernards such as Barry, a very 
famous St. Bernard in the St. Bernard hospice in Switzerland 
who rescued avalanche victims.” 

The dogs of 9/11 : their failed 
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Washington , Agency.  

The form, which went viral on social 
media, is a ‘campus survey’ and states 
that the colleges must carry out research 
and give information about any LGBTQ+ 
students that the colleges might have. 
Shanghai University has reportedly 
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“relevant requirements” and make a list 
of students who identify as LGBTQ+. The 
form, which went viral on social media, 
is a ‘campus survey’ and states that the 
colleges must carry out research and 
give information about any LGBTQ+ 
students that the colleges might have. 
Apart from their sexual orientation, 
the survey also asks colleges about 
‘ideological status, political stance, state 
of health, mental illnesses, interpersonal 
relationships and anthropological 
disorders’ of the students. As per the 
viral screenshot, the university calls for 
a need for psychological counselling 
centers that would cooperate with 
colleges and ‘consult students with 
abnormal psychology’. It further states 
that the centres should help students 
form a “corrective view of love and 
family”. Talking about student leaders, 
it mentions that student leaders are an 
important starting point for collecting 
student information. It states that there 
is a need for ‘relevant training’ of student 

leaders to help them form a “corrective 
understanding” of LGBT students. 
Protocol, China’s tech news organisation, 
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Tencent-owned messaging platform with 
over half a billion users in China, had 
blocked search terms like ‘gay’, ‘LGBTQ’, 
‘lesbian’ and Chinese slang words for 
the same. The organisation reported 
that the search for these terms prompts 
this notice – “use the Internet in a civil 
manner. Say no to harmful information.” 
QQ shows the same message when users 

search for pornographic content. Earlier 
this year, WeChat was widely called out 
for blocking and deleting accounts of 
LGBTQ+ students. According to The 
Guardian, some of the groups, including 
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groups, had been operating for years 
as a safe space for China’s LGBTQ+ 
community. Accessing the blocked 
accounts was met with messages saying 
that the account had been blocked and 
was only deactivated after “receiving 
relevant complaints”. Reuters reported 

that when some groups tried to access the 
accounts, they received a notice saying 
that they had “violated regulations on the 
management of accounts offering public 
information service on the Chinese 
internet”. In August last year, China’s 
major annual celebration of sexual 
minorities, Shanghai Pride, announced 
its shutdown. The organisation abruptly 
said that it was cancelling all its events 
and was “taking a break”. “Over the past 
12 years, we worked hard to enrich the 
culture and diversity of this city that 
we love so much,” said Shanghai Pride 
in a statement. Calling it the end of the 
rainbow for them, the organisers said, 
“ShanghaiPRIDE regrets to announce that 
we are cancelling all upcoming activities 
and taking a break from scheduling any 
future events. We love our community, 
and we are grateful for the experiences 
we’ve shared together. No matter what, 
we will always be proud – and you should 
be, too.” In February this year, a court, in 
the Jiangsu province, ruling in favour of 
a Jinan University textbook that stated 
that homosexuality was a “psychological 
disorder”, said that it wasn’t a factual 
error but just “perpetual difference”, 
Reuters reported. Homosexuality was 
considered a mental disorder in China 
until 2001 and was then removed by the 
Chinese Psychiatric Association.

As US military leaves Kabul, many 
Americans, Afghans remain

Washington , Agency.  

The terror threat remains a major problem in Afghanistan, 
with at least 2,000 “hard core” members of the Islamic 
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US military transport aircraft lifted off out of Afghanistan, 
they left behind up to 200 Americans and thousands of 
desperate Afghans who couldn’t get out and now must 
rely on the Taliban to allow their departure. Secretary of 
State Antony Blinken said the US will continue to try to get 
Americans and Afghans out of the country, and will work 
with Afghanistan’s neighbours to secure their departure 
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reopens. “We have no illusion that any of this will be easy, 
or rapid,” said Blinken, adding that the total number of 
Americans who are in Afghanistan and still want to leave 
may be closer to 100. Speaking shortly after the Pentagon 
announced the completion of the US military pullout 
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shuttered and vacant for the foreseeable future. American 
diplomats, he said, will be based in Doha, Qatar. “We will 
continue our relentless efforts to help Americans, foreign 
nationals and Afghans leave Afghanistan if they choose,” 
Blinken said in an address from the State Department. 
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told reporters the US military was able to get as many 
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evacuation mission. But now it will be up to the State 
Department working with the Taliban to get any more 
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the ability to get Americans out right up until just before 
the end, but “none of them made it to the airport.” “There’s 
a lot of heartbreak associated with this departure,” said 

terror threat remains a major problem in Afghanistan, 
with at least 2,000 “hard core” members of the Islamic 
State group who remain in the country, including many 
released from prisons as the Taliban swept to control. 
Underscoring the ongoing security threats, the weapon 
systems used just hours earlier to counter IS rockets 
launched toward the airport were kept operational until 
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“demilitarized” the system so it can never be used again. 
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US also disabled 27 Humvees and 73 aircraft so they can 
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US kept “overwhelming US airpower overhead” to deal 
with potential IS threats. Back at the Pentagon, Defense 
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military departure in real-time from an operations centre 
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hushed silence as they watched troops make last-minute 
runway checks, make the key defence systems inoperable 
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hear a pin drop as the last aircraft lifted off, and leaders 
around the room breathed sighs of relief. Later, Austin 
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of the 82nd Airborne Division, who was coordinating 
the evacuation. Donahue and acting US ambassador 
to Afghanistan Ross Wilson were the last to board the 
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of anonymity to provide details of military operations. 

Kabul.Agency

Horrifying audio of distant
gunshots appears to confirm
reports of "house-to-house
executions" being conducted
as the Taliban asserts control
of Kabul and Afghanistan
after the US’s withdrawal
from Kabul, a news report
said. An Afghan man who
worked with Americans on
the ground provided Fox
News with the chilling audio
featuring distant gunshots.

"I think there's a con-
flict between the Taliban, I
have no idea where I'm locat-
ed. From everywhere I hear

the sounds of shooting, gun-
fire. I have no idea how to
leave," the Afghan man said
in the audio clip, recorded
around the time the final US
plane left Kabul on Monday
night.

Taliban militants were
carrying out "house-to-
house executions in Kabul"
after the U.S. departure, a
senior US source told Fox
News Investigative journal-
ist Lara Logan. 

President Biden did not
deny a Politico report, con-
firmed by Fox News, that US
officials in Kabul gave the
Taliban a list of American cit-

izens, green card holders,
and Afghan allies in an effort
to grant them entry to the
airport which resulted in
outrage from military offi-
cials behind the scenes. The
president said "there may
have been" such a list.
"Basically, they just put all
those Afghans on a kill list,"
one defense official told
Politico. Hours after the
departure of U.S. troops, the
official Taliban Twitter
account celebrated the with-
drawal. "The last American
soldier left Kabul airport at
9pm Afghan time tonight
and our country gained full
independence. Thank God
and blessings," the Taliban
account tweeted. Last
Wednesday, a former transla-
tor for a high-ranking U.S.
Army Ranger told Fox News
the Taliban had started exe-
cuting allies of the U.S. in
public, in provinces away
from the media attention of
Kabul. "They are not doing
really bad stuff in Kabul right
now because there's a lot of
media focus on Kabul, but
they already started public
execution in other provinces
where a lot of media is not
available or covering it," the
interpreter told Fox News.

Taliban conducting house-to-
house executions : Report
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The US Embassy in Kabul
on Tuesday announced it
was suspending its opera-
tions following the com-
plete withdrawal of US
troops and personnel from
Afghanistan, and said it will
assist American citizens
and their families from
Doha.

In a statement, the
embassy said it will contin-
ue to assist US citizens and
their families from Doha,
where the US has trans-
ferred its operations.
“While the U.S. government
has withdrawn its person-
nel from Kabul, we will con-
tinue to assist U.S. citizens
and their families in
Afghanistan from Doha,
Qatar,” it said. Consular
services will remain avail-
able outside Afghanistan,
the statement.

“The Embassy will
continue to provide infor-
mation via the Smart
Traveler Enrollment
Program (STEP), the
Embassy web page,
Travel.State.Gov, and
Facebook and Twitter.
Consular services remain
available outside

Afghanistan,” it said.
“The Department of

State has no higher priority
than the safety and security
of U.S. citizens overseas,” it
added. US Secretary of State
Antony Blinken took to
Twitter to announce a “new
chapter of America’s
engagement with
Afghanistan.”“As of today,
we have suspended our
diplomatic presence in
Kabul and transferred our
operations to Doha, Qatar.
For the time being, we will
use this post in Doha to
manage our diplomacy
with Afghanistan,” he post-
ed. Taliban leaders took
over control of the Kabul
airport on Tuesday and
marked the departure of
the last U.S. plane from the
country by taking a symbol-
ic walk across the airport's
sole runway. "The world
should have learned its les-
son and this is the enjoy-
able moment of victory,"
Zabihullah Mujahid, the
Taliban spokesman, said.
On Monday midnight, the
last of the US forces left
Afghanistan ending
America’s presence after
nearly 20 years in the coun-
try.

US Embassy in Kabul
suspends operations,

to function from Doha


